Only a Yellow Jacket® orbital stretch wrapper locks your important cargo right to the pallet while the pallet remains on the forklift. Get more out the door faster with less product damage or personnel injuries.

- Tight, secure wrap that protects from damage, dust and weather.
- Portable, so take it where you need it.
- Set up/operation fast and easy.
- Virtually maintenance free.
- Works on odd-shaped loads, sharp or fragile objects, cables, pipe, steel, buckets, drums, bags, boxes, you name it.

Find out how a Yellow Jacket orbital stretch wrapper can help you get your most important shipments where they need to be—faster, better, cheaper.

Want to increase shipping efficiency and cut costs? Call 1-800-387-5001.
When the mission calls for “rapid and precise” delivery of supplies – *Yellow Jacket wraps it up!*

Whatever the load is – food, clothing, medical supplies, equipment repair parts, or goods for humanitarian relief – Yellow Jacket’s orbital stretch wrap system locks it to the pallet.

- **Speed** – wraps loads in less than 1 minute – regardless of size, shape or weight
- **Efficiency** – reduce depot turnaround time, move more loads out the door in less time
- **Reliability** – heavy duty construction, patented, proven track record in a variety of industries

- **Security** – loads are locked to the pallet decreasing damage in transit, protects from weather, dust and debris
- **Flexibility** – 110V electrics, built in fork pockets in base means YJ goes where the supplies are, inside or out
- **Reduce Costs** – eliminates banding, strapping, hand wrapping and other costly packaging materials and decreases manpower needs

The strength and protection of stretch film combined with the orbital technology of Yellow Jacket means confidence no matter how the load goes – air, land or sea.